THALI
This is the cornerstone of any indian street
lunch menu. This traditional dish is not only
had regularly on the streets, but also in all
homes throughout the subcontinent. It is
served on an authentic styled platter with
accompanying bowls (known as Katoris).
This complete and well balanced meal is
highly recommended and is full of different
tastes, textures and aromas.
Each platter is served with:
Coriander infused salad
Poppadom & chutney
Onion bhaji
A vegetarian side dish
Pilau rice
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and one of the following mains :

LAMB

£8.95

CHICKEN

£8.50

VEG

£7.50

DRINKS

+ £1

Add a small glass of wine (175ml), half pint
draught lager , or a regular pepsi for £1 extra.

scene lunch menu
All the dishes below come with dips &
coriander infused green salad.

SCENE MIXED COMBO

£6.95

Assortment of meat and vegetable starters.

SCENE MEAT COMBO
Mixture of meat starters.

CRISPY CHILLI CHICKEN
With vegetable fried rice.

£7.95
£7.95

RAJMAH CHAWAL

£4.95

Spicy kidney beans in onion and tomato
sauce flavoured with fenugreek leaves.

CHOLEY BHATURA

£5.95

Speciality from Punjab where chickpeas with
potato in aromatic sauce comes with deep
fried bread.

Allergy Advice:
We cannot guarantee that all our dishes are dairy/nut/gluten/egg free as several dishes we make contain
these products and they are all prepared in the same kitchen. Please look at the symbols next to the dish.
Gluten

Nut

Dairy

Lupin

If you do have any allergies please alert your waiter before ordering. Thank you, scene.

ONION BHAJIS

£3.95

The world famous Indian
snack of crisp onions
moulded into a sphere mesh
then deep-fried in a coating
of gram flour until golden
brown.

PILAU RICE

£2.85

Aromatic
basmati
rice
cooked
with
cumin,
cardamom and cinnamon;
the perfect companion to
any meal.

